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Many ways to measure temperature
(Kα1 / Kα2 for 55Fe at 6 keV)
Transition Edge Sensors (TES)
Doped semiconductors - Si and NTD Ge
Doped paramagnetism - MMC

J Low Temp Phys (2008) 151: 5–24 19

Fig. 12 (Color on line) Different designs of TES detectors for different applications

Fig. 13 (Color on line) Some of the best results for the Mn K! line at 5.89 keV (l-r: refs [30, 31] and [32]).
The TES results show that Simon Bandler’s wish at LTD-11 in Tokyo paid off. For comparison, this result
is shown in the upper right inset in the line profile from a very good (almost theoretically perfect) HP
Ge detector. The linewidth for the thermal detectors is dominated by radiation damping of the Mn lines
(dashed)

For practical devices the proximity effect is very important since it allows one
to engineer to some extent the transition temperature Tc. Proximity multilayers are
superconductors made of bilayers of a superconducting and a normal metal which
are thinner than the coherence length in the superconducting film. Depending on the
thicknesses of the layers, these composite superconductors exhibit a reduced Tc but
maintain a sharp transition. The proximity effect occurs because the number density
of Cooper pairs does not drop sharply to zero normal to the superconductor interface.
Another successful method of tuning Tc is doping the superconducting material with
magnetic impurities.

Depending on the application, several different types of TES detectors have been
developed. Figure 12 shows three typical designs. In (a) the particles are directly ab-
sorbed in the TES film. Typical applications are detectors for optical photons. In case
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Non-equilibrium versus 
Equilibrium Detectors

Non-equilibrium detectors have an energy gap which 
is much larger than kT and allows long-lived 
excitations which we count.

photons from scintillator (~2% Etotal) - phototubes to count photons
e-h in a semiconductor (~30% Etotal) - measure total charge
quasiparticle (e’s) in superconductor (~40% Etotal) - measure STJ, KID or TES

Equilibrium detectors are weakly coupled to thermal 
bath so thermal equilibrium is reached

Insulators with Debye heat capacity 
Conductors with Fermi heat capacity CV = γT +αT 3

 CV  N k 12π
4 5( ) T TD( )3

electrons phonons
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Radiation interacting with Matter, e.g. Si
Electron energy 
loss processes:

For EK > 10 eV  
loss e-e collisions
For Egap < EK < 10 eV 
loss through e-h pair 
production
For Eopt < EK < Egap 
optical phonon loss
For Es < EK < Eopt 
acoustic phonon loss 
For EK < Es no loss, but 
in E-field continual 
acoustic phonon 
emission with vdrift

B. Cabrera, et al.

both timing measurements and spatial distributions through the crystal.  Fig. 3a shows the
anisotropic pattern which results from plotting the pulse height in one sensor versus the pulse
height in an adjacent sensor (each point is an event).   For comparison, the relatively
featureless pattern of signals from adjacent sensors on the same side of the crystal as the
source is shown in Fig. 3b.  There is no doubt that a large ballistic fraction is present.
However, the role of the crystal surface and of the Ti film near the event is not clear.  It is thus
important to study events that occur deep in the crystal away from surfaces.  In addition, our
interest is in much smaller depositions of energy.

To study such events, we have instrumented a 0.3 mm thick crystal such that events
from 60 keV x-rays can be observed in coincidence from both sides of the crystal. 4  These are
absorbed nearly uniformly throughout the interior of the crystal and most interactions produce
a photo-electron which carries the entire 60 keV as kinetic energy.  Fig. 4 summarizes the
electron stopping process in Si.  At higher energies, the stopping power is dominated by
electron-electron interactions and is treated with Bethe-Bloch theory above 10 keV, 5 with
complex dielectric function theory between 10 eV and 10 keV, 6 and by considering the gap
induced threshold above ~ 1 eV. 7  Below this energy, the remaining kinetic energy is lost to
phonons, with optical phonons dominating down to a threshold of ~ 60 meV and then acoustic
phonons down to a threshold of ~ 0.2 meV. 8  This last threshold corresponds to the electron
velocity equal to the speed of sound in Si.  For lower velocities, corresponding to a
temperature of <1 K, no phonon emission is possible (see Fig. 8).   For a crystal temperature
above 1 K, a balance is reached between phonon emission and absorption.  A typical primary
electron track in Si for a 60 keV event is shown in the inset to Fig 4, and has an average path
length of ~ 35 µm.  Along the track, the secondary electrons have an average energy below
100 eV and ranges below 10 nm.  As each particle in the cascade slows to several eV first
optical phonons  and  finally acoustic  phonons become  the dominant energy  loss
mechanism as the electrons and holes relax to the bottom of the conduction band and top of

Fig. 4. Stopping power for electrons in Si from electron-electron and electron-
phonon interactions.  Inset shows typical 60 keV  electron track.
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Semiconductor diodes

Along track of primary electron cloud of e-h
some recombine close to track and are lost
the rest separate in the E-field and move to opposite electrodes

Excellent x-ray and gamma spectrometers
Si diodes operate at 300K (gap 1.2 eV)
Ge diodes operate at 77K (gap 0.7 eV)

Energy resolution given by counting statistics
Number of e-h pairs               but            where
and
Also find                              but better
where the Fano factor          thus
Obtain                                   for Si diodes  

N ≠ E Egap N = E ε εSi = 3.7 eV
εGe = 3.0 eV

ΔE( )rms ≠ ε N = ε E ΔE( )rms = ε FE
F ≈ 0.1 ΔE( )rms = ε FE < Egap E < ε E

ΔE( )FWHM = 120 eV @ 6 keV
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Fano factor ‘crazy carpentry’
F = Varcorr/VarPoisson

F always < 1 due 
to correlations 
forced by energy 
conservation.
Simple example 
has one type of 
excitation and 
equal probability 
for any energy 
partition at each 
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Quasiparticles

Quasiparticles are electron-like excitations in 
superconductors from breaking Cooper pairs

Element Tc(K) Egap(meV) (ESi/Egap)1/2

Nb 9.5 1.47 28
Ta 4.47 0.7 41
Al 1.14 0.17 84
Ti 0.39 0.06 140
Hf 0.13 0.02 245

Non-equilibrium detectors - quasiparticles

Quasiparticles are electron-like excitation in superconductors, formed by breaking a
Cooper pair:

Day JPL

Element Tc(K) Egap (meV)
p

ESi/Egap

Nb 9.5 1.47 28
Ta 4.47 0.7 41
Al 1.14 0.17 84
Ti 0.39 0.06 140
Hf 0.13 0.02 245

National Institute of Standards and Technology • U.S. Department of Commerce
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Types of TES Detectors

Direct absorption of photon 
into TES 
(e. g., optical photon detectors)

Photon absorber in electrical 
contact with TES 
(e. g., x-ray detectors)

Large mass absorbers generate 
phonons which are converted 
into quasiparticles which 
diffuse to the TES
(e. g., dark matter detectors)

W
Si or Ge

1−10 eV photon

Bi
Al/Au

Si3N4

1−10 keV x-ray

Si or Ge
AlW

γ, n or WIMP
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TES Thermal Model

33 Blas Cabrera - Stanford UniversityNonlinear Optimal Filtering for TES Page 5

• Electrothermal Feedback
– Voltage bias intrinsically stable

– Fast response

– High Sensitivity

Thermal Model
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Lower threshold for better resolution

34 Blas Cabrera - Stanford UniversityNonlinear Optimal Filtering for TES Page 8

Higher Resolution with Lower Saturation
bias
pointpulse
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Optical Photon Detectors
Demonstration of W TES sensitivity

Appl. Phys. Lett. 73, 735 (1998)
B. Cabrera, R. Romani, A. J. Miller
E. Figueroa-Feliciano, S. W. Nam

active
W sensor

Al 
voltage
rails
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Optimize QET design
Detailed testing of fabrication techniques 
using 2.6 keV x-rays allow us to measure 
the quasiparticle trapping length and the 
transmission from Al fins to W TESs
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iZIP interleaved charge & phonon design

Interleaved 
electrodes and 
phonon sensors  
on both sides of 
the detector.
Alternating +2V/
ground on one 
side and -2V/
ground on the 
opposite side 
with phonon 
sensors at 
ground potential 
on both sides.
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iZIP interleaved charge & phonon design

Interleaved 
electrodes and 
phonon sensors  
on both sides of 
the detector.
Alternating +2V/
ground on one 
side and -2V/
ground on the 
opposite side 
with phonon 
sensors at 
ground potential 
on both sides.
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iZIP interleaved charge & phonon design

Interleaved 
electrodes and 
phonon sensors  
on both sides of 
the detector.
Alternating +2V/
ground on one 
side and -2V/
ground on the 
opposite side 
with phonon 
sensors at 
ground potential 
on both sides.
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iZIP interleaved charge & phonon design

Interleaved 
electrodes and 
phonon sensors  
on both sides of 
the detector.
Alternating +2V/
ground on one 
side and -2V/
ground on the 
opposite side 
with phonon 
sensors at 
ground potential 
on both sides.
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CDMS Tc Gradient Problem 
Voltage biased TES sensors where invented to solve 
the Tc gradient problem for large area sensors
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N/S Phase Separation along TES
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Phonon thermalization process
diffusive phonons 
are localized -> 
ballistic phonons 
distribute uniformly
two separate events 
on left and right 
hand side
top is top side and 
bottom is the 
bottom side
note that after 500 
µs all channels 
identical
position information 
in leading part
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Advanced iZIP Detectors

45

(PI S. Golwala) led a S4 development e↵ort: NSF/PHY-0919599, “Development of a Technical
Design for the Germanium Observatory for Dark Matter at DUSEL”($1,299,462 total, $112,708 to
V. Mandic, $249,382 to M. Huber). We describe below the scientific results from these awards, the
advances they allowed on iZIP detectors and the longer term R&D they enabled.
3.1 Science results

These awards allowed us to play a pioneering role in WIMP science.The high signal to noise and
the superior background rejection of our technology, have allowed CDMS II to lead the field for
many years despite a relatively small target mass of 4 kg of Ge ([9], [17], [26], [27], [28], [29], and
[30]). The most recent results are displayed in Figure 1a. We have also used the same data to place
limits on the recent low mass WIMPs claims which are particularly robust as we do not attempt to
subtract backgrounds that tend to be highly uncertain in rare event experiments [9, 22].
3.2 IZIP detectors

NSF and DOE support has also been essential in the development of our low temperature detectors,
in particular the demonstration, in the last few years, of our new interleaved technology (iZIP) based
on a concept first demonstrated by P. Luke et al [31]. Figure 2 (Left) shows the current electrode
layout. A detail of the resultant electric field near the surface of the Ge detector is shown in Fig. 2
(Right). Recoil events deeper than 1 mm will liberate charges that will drift to both faces of the
crystal; whereas events near one surface will only generate a signal in that surface’s instrumented
ionization readout.
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m
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!2 !1 0 1 2
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1

2

Figure 2: Left: Phonon and charge sensor layout for iZIP detector deployed at Soudan. The Ge crystal is 76 mm
in diameter, 25 mm thick. The two faces are instrumented with interdigitated Ionization (40 µm wide) and phonon
TES rails (the thicker meanders) with ⇠ 1 mm pitch. The phonon sensors are arranged to give 4 phonon readout
channels for each face, an outer sensor surrounding three inner ones. The sensor Right: Magnified cross section view
of electric field lines (red) and equipotential contours (blue) near the bottom face (Z = 0 mm) of a SuperCDMS iZIP
detector . The charge electrode lines (yellow) are narrower than the athermal phonon collection sensors (green).

In addition to the interdigitated electrode structure rejecting near-surface events, we instrument
the outermost ionization bias electrodes as a guard veto. An outer phonon channel also allow us to
measure the radial position of events. This maximizes our rejection of perimeter background events
down to much lower recoil energies (⇠1 keV) than was possible in CDMS II at the cost of only a
modest loss of fiducial volume.

The ionization energy resolution is dependent on the capacitance of the electrode structure.
Using photolithographic techniques we can fabricate electrode structures down to a few microns in
width to reduce this capacitance. In practice, limitations are imposed by the maximum sustainable
electric field approaching the charge electrode lines. For SuperCDMS Soudan we found improved
performance for an electrode width of 40µm compared to an alternative design with a width of
8µm. Understanding and optimizing this electrode width is one avenue of our investigations that
we will pursue during this R&D program.

The phonon sensors utilize the advance athermal phonon sensor technology (ZIP) developed for
CDMS II [32]. Another major advantage of the iZIPs is the ability to measure phonons on both

5

faces of the Ge substrate and thus discriminate against the near surface events based on the phonon
response asymmetry that we discuss in more detail in the next section.
3.2.1 iZIP performance at both surface test facilities and Soudan

The performance of two SuperCDMS Soudan (76 mm) iZIP prototypes was studied at the UCB
test facility. As seen in Fig. 3 (Left), electron and hole excitations from a 356Ba gamma source
(shown in blue) are collected on the instrumented electrodes of both faces of the detector because
the interactions take place in the bulk volume of the detector. Events from an internal 109Cd beta
(surface event) source (shown in red) undergo carrier transport along the face and produce strongly
asymmetric signals. Cosmic induced nuclear recoils, taking place at a rate of 90 events/kg/hr, are
an irreducible background found at the surface facility. These events limit the ability to directly
measure the number of surface events leaking past the charge fiducial volume cuts into the expected
WIMP signal region. However, the region just outside the signal region, between the electron recoil
and nuclear recoils bands, is dominantly populated by betas from the 109Cd source. Using this
event population, an upper limit on the probability for a surface event to leak just past the fiducial
volume estimator within the energy range of 8keVr < Er < 60keVr was found to be < 2.0x10�5(at
90% C.L.). Using these criteria, a 74% (at 90% C.L.) WIMP passage fraction was measured with
a 252Cf neutron source. These rates surpass the requirement to have less than 0.1 surface event
leakage over the lifetime of a 100 kg SuperCDMS experiment.

Figure 3: Left: Measured side 1, electron, (y axis) and side 2, hole, (x axis) excitations for electronic recoils, allowing
identification of bulk (blue) and surface (red) events. Right: Phonon energy collected on side 1 (x axis) and side 2 (y
axis) at low energies, allowing identification of bulk events (green) and surface events (all others). Events misidentified
in the left figure as bulk (blue) or identified correctly as surface (red) are also shown, indicating that phonon-based
discrimination is e↵ective to lower energies than the charged-based discrimination is.

Additional position information is encoded in the phonon signal. This can be used to augment
charge fiducial estimators, particularly for the very low-energy recoils expected from light WIMPs.
In this energy region, charge amplifier noise renders our standard charge fiducial volume estimators
less e↵ective. The test facility performance, shown in Fig. 3 (Right), indicates that full 3D fiducial
volume can be achieved down to 2keVnr with surface event leakage of 1±1 ⇥ 10�2 and a WIMP
passage rate of 50±10%. We expect these results to be conservative compared to SNOLAB perfor-
mance owing to degradation of the phonon resolution from low-frequency environmental electronic
noise and long thermal tails for muons seen at the UCB test facility.

Fifteen iZIP detectors have been cold and operational at Soudan since the beginning of 2012.
At the deep site, direct measurements of surface event leakage into the WIMP signal region are
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Two detectors with one 210Pb decay every min 
operated for 20 live days corresponds to more 
than total 210Pb events for SuperCDMS Soudan 
and even for future 200 kg SuperCDMS SNOLABSuperCDMS Soudan Operations Plan 

 

9 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Response of iZIPs to betas and neutrons. Left: Nuclear recoils from 252Cf (green) and bulk 
electron recoils (blue) have symmetric ionization response between the two sides of the iZIP. Surface 
events from the 210Pb source (red), installed on side 1 of the detector, have an asymmetric response. 
Right: Ionization yield versus phonon recoil energy for the same data, with 2 sigma ionization yield 
selection of neutrons indicated by the green lines. The sloping black line is the ionization threshold (2 
keV) and the vertical black line is the recoil energy threshold (8 keVnr). The 210Pb source produces 
electrons in the 10-100 keV range at a rate of 70 events/hour. These populate the region between the 
electron recoil and nuclear recoil bands at an ionization yield of ~0.6. In addition to the electrons, the 
recoiling 206Pb nucleus from the 210Po alpha decay is also seen with an ionization yield of ~0.2, clearly 
ending at the 103 keV endpoint energy of the decay and confirming that we understand our nuclear 
energy scale. 
 
Studies performed at the Berkeley test facility have shown that partitioning of energy between 
phonon sensors on the two faces of the detector can also be used to achieve surface/bulk 
discrimination down to 2 keVnr. In cases where charge information is degraded, the outer 
phonon guard channels can also be used to identify events that take place at larger radius in 
the detector.  Finally, phonon signal pulse shapes exhibit significant differences between 
surface events and bulk events.  As the analysis of the Soudan data is refined, we will explore 
the use of phonon information to further improve rejection of surface events at low energies and 
diagnose systematic effects in the ionization-defined fiducial volume. 
 
3.2 Cryogenics 
 
The cryogenics system at Soudan, originally designed for the CDMS II experiment, consists of a 
commercial dilution refrigerator with cooling power of 400 uW at 0.1 K, ultra-pure copper cans to 
house the detectors, copper stems to carry heat from the detectors and bring their signals to 
room temperature, a cryocooler to remove excess heat at 4 K and 77 K, reliquifiers to maintain 
liquid helium and liquid nitrogen levels in the dilution refrigerator and all of the associated 
plumbing, instrumentation, controls and pumps to service the system.  
 

210Pb Source Data from SuperCDMS Soudan
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Conclusion
Experiments now in most exciting region for neutralino as 
dark matter in many models of supersymmetry (mSUGRA)
XENON100 now leads field by x3 at high mass with  3 
events in signal region.  Plans progressing for XENON1T.
LUX, Darkside, DEEP, CLEAN and COUP progressing as well.
SuperCDMS Soudan is now operating 9 kg of Ge and will 
run for two years improving sensitivity by x5.  SuperCDMS 
SNOLAB with iZIP detectors totaling 200 kg is in R&D phase 
with plans to start operations in SNOLAB by 2016 will 
improve sensitivity by an additional x20.
We have a great horse race for discovering WIMPs. 
Strong science case for ton scale direct detection major 
projects, as endorsed by Dark Matter SAG , P5 and 
PASAG.
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